
iDye Color Remover
Instructions

Easy to use soluble packet. For all natural fabrics.
One packet treats 2 to 3 pounds (1 – 1.3 kg) of fabric.

FEATURES
	Color remover will remove or lighten color of fabric.
	 Some fabrics may lighten to different color. 
	Color Remover will remove stains and whiten fabric.  Does not contain bleach.	

NOTES
For Best Results:
	 Prewash garment to remove any sizings, softeners or finishes
	Use constant agitation for uniform color removal

iDye Color Remover is perfect for:
	Whitening dingy, aged and stained fabrics
	Reverse tie dye 
	Reverse low-water immersion techniques

DIRECTIONS
STOVE TOP METHOD
NOTE: Utensils and pot for color removal should not be used for food. 
1. Fill a stainless steel, aluminum, or enamel pot with just enough water for the fabric to move freely. Turn on  

medium to high heat.
2. Add the iDye Color Remover soluble packet to water and stir until dissolved completely.
3. Add garments and raise temperature.  For cotton and silk bring temperature to just below a simmer. 
4. Maintain temperature and stir frequently for 10 to 20 minutes, or until color has left as desired.
5. Wash the garment with a mild detergent and dry.

Note: The removal of color from fabric and garments is dependent not only upon the temperature of water and length of time 
in bath, but also the type of colorant used to originally dye the item (i.e., reactive dye black #5 will not discharge). Certain fiber 
reactive dyes will discharge to lighter shades or shift to another hue, and in some cases the colorant on a fabric is not a dye at 
all, but a pigment, and will not discharge at all. Similarly, certain dyes (like reactive black #5) will not discharge at all.

TOP LOAD WASHING MACHINE METHOD FOR WHITENING AND STAIN REMOVAL
      1.  Fill washing machine with just enough hot water for the fabric to move freely. Use hottest water setting.
      2.  Add the iDye Color Remover soluble packet. Agitate for 30 seconds to dissolve.
      3.  Add fabric.
      4.  Run the fabric through the complete wash/rinse cycle and dry.

FRONT LOAD WASHING MACHINE METHOD
Follow top load method, except add everything at the beginning of the cycle*. Use hottest water setting.

*Note: For front loading machines with a pre-wash flush, add Color Remover between the flush and wash cycles.

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Contains Thiourea dioxide. Give water or milk if swallowed 
and call physician. Avoid contact with eyes. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
For additional health information call your Poison Control Center. 1-800-222-1222

Conforms to ASTM D-4236. 
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